Communication and Language

Transport and Travel
Nursery
Spring Term 1 2022

We will be –
Joining in with alliterative jingles
Going on listening walks to see what vehicles
we can hear
Singing stories
Joining in with imaginative role play
Responding to story structure
Doing small group work
Asking questions about the curiosity box
Learning action songs and rhymes

Physical Development

We will be –
Playing parachute games
Moving in different ways
Moving at different speeds
Using scissors
Threading
Throwing and catching
Balancing
Using apparatus

Literacy
Mathematics
Personal, Social and Emotional Development

We will be Learning to cooperate with others
Taking turns and sharing
Listening to others
Joining in Family LInks circle times
Learning about emotions
Exploring the meaning of ‘responsibility’ and
‘active learning’
Linking friends and family occupations to
transport and travel
Joining in Chinese New Year celebrations

We will be –
Writing our names and sounds
Discussing story settings, events and
characters
Writing class stories

Understanding the World

We will be –
Talking about different types of transport and
travel. Talking about vehicles we have travelled
in. Looking at maps and using digital cameras.

We will be –
Doing shape activities, writing numbers,
counting objects, matching numbers to objects,
weighing and measuring, hunting for numbers
and shapes and using shapes to make models.
Expressive Arts and Design

We will be –
Reading Barefoot Books about travel
Using clay, playdough, paint and print tools
Using our voices and instruments to make
sounds
Enjoying a station role play area

Key Vocabulary for this term
These are some of the words your children will hear frequently in the classroom this term. We encourage you to have a discussion with your
child at home – Have they heard these words before? Do they know what they mean?

School

Kind
Respectful
Responsible
Active Learner
Bamboo’s listening:
Look with your eyes
Listen with your ears
Listen quietly
Sitting still

Transport

Travel

Cars

Maps

Playing

Garage

Where do we live?

Sharing

Walking

Where have we travelled to?

Kind and respectful

Cycling

How do vehicles work?

Take turns

Trains and railway

Occupations linked to travel
and transport

Listen to each other

Air balloon
Sitting in a circle
Lining up

Words for Making Friends

Kind hands
Walking

Aeroplane

Kind words
Riding a bicycle

Snack Time
Discovery Time
Hands in the air

Bus

Shape Group

Emergency Vehicles

Please can I…?
Passenger in a car

Boat

Thank you

